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The stock market’s reaction to a corporate merger can be a useful signal about whether the transaction will succeed as well as whether the acquiring company may itself become a takeover target.

The authors review the stock price movements of 1,158 firms from 1980 through July 1988 to gauge market reactions to transactions from 1982 to 1986, looking for the size of the average stock price move after acquisition announcements.

The paper asserts there was a significant difference in market reactions to acquisitions that subsequently were sold off compared with those that were not subsequently divested.

Post-announcement stock-price movements also differed for acquiring companies that later became takeover targets themselves compared with those of acquiring companies that did not later become takeover targets.

The market reaction was even more pronounced for companies that both failed to integrate their acquisitions and became takeover targets themselves.

These results suggest that one source of value in many corporate takeovers, especially hostile takeovers, is recoupment of target equity value that had been lost because of the targets’ poor acquisition strategies prior to the reception of their bids.
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